CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION

Much remains to say. Before the hypothesis may aspire to the dignity of a theory it must run a long gauntlet of testing against hard and complex facts. It has, in fact, been running the gauntlet of the author's files for some years, with results which he might present in another long chapter. But he has already overtaxed his readers' patience, and will conclude here with summarily applying the hypothesis to explain and evaluate the three apparent deviations from ideal allocation described in Chapters I-III.

Briefly to restate the hypothesis: the bidder in whose possession a given unit of land will add most to net output, both currently and in the future, can not necessarily outbid rivals for the title. Power to speculate, i.e., to discount future values at low rates, also weighs in the balance. This differs extremely among individuals, and will affect the outcome.

How, specifically, does this explain the problems of Chapters I-III? Consider first the subject of Chapter III, land in oversized operations, under-manned and under-equipped, which might add more to net output if transferred
to a smaller, more intensive farm, but is not so transferred. The hypothesis explains this directly, as follows: Assume, for simplicity, that interest rates and net yields from land, although they vary among individuals, are not expected to vary with future time. Assume also that there are no taxes, of any kind. Then each buyer will increase his landholdings until the last unit yields him his interest rate. If a unit costs $100, the 2% bidder will expand his holdings until the last unit yields him $2 a year; the 10% bidder until the last unit yields him $10 a year.

Figure 1 illustrates the point. MP is the annual marginal product of land added to a fixed complement of men and equipment. The horizontal dotted curves represent the annual cost per unit at 2% and at 10%. Although the different bidders pay the same price for land titles, they pay very different prices for the annual use of land, due to their different interest rates. Hence they combine land with other resources differently, low interest rate bidders using it lavishly down to low marginal returns, high bidders the opposite. (See Figure 1 on page 439.)

Figure 1 is drawn on the assumption of fixed men and equipment. In practice, of course, an entrepreneur can vary these, increasing them as he increases his land to delay the advent of diminishing returns to land. Figure 1, however, can accommodate these different complements of labor and capital. It tells us that whatever complement of men
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and equipment he has, he will increase his landholdings until the last unit yields him his interest rate.

Thus the hypothesis explains why the marginal product of land varies from farm to farm. It also explains why it varies in the particular pattern it does, tending to be lower on larger farms. Because, as is well known, interest rates on borrowed funds generally vary inversely with collateral security; and, too, larger recipients of property income are more likely each year to have excess savings seeking outlets.

The same reasoning explains tenancy, the problem of Chapter II. Let interest rates of individuals diverge enough and the marginal products of land in owner-operated holdings will become different enough to warrant transferring land by lease, from where its marginal product is low to where it is high. Were the landlord-tenant relationship frictionless and costless this process would equalize the marginal products on owner-operated holdings. But as things are, it leaves them still far apart, and itself constitutes a second problem.

The hypothesis thus accounts for excessive concentration of operations, and for tenancy, even when buyers do not expect the income from land to rise in future years. Both become more acute, however, when buyers do expect future increases. This is what one would naturally expect, since the problems spring in the first place from the fact that
so much of the price of land derives from remote future expectations. When the more remote future years contribute a still higher share, due to anticipations of rising income or falling interest rates, concentration and tenancy should naturally increase. Let us relax, now, the assumption of constant expectations, and analyze the forces at work when buyers expect income to rise.

When he expects future years' incomes to rise above present ones, a low interest bidder will expand his holdings until the last unit yields him even less than his interest rate. He may even hold land that yields him nothing, just as he might hold, in anticipation of future dividends, a common stock that pays nothing currently. The same reasoning, of course, applies to a high interest bidder, but with less force. When higher future incomes loom up in prospect, all bidders will tend at first to expand their holdings. But of course not all can do so. Land prices will rise, forcing high interest bidders to cut back their holdings to let low interest bidders expand. When a new equilibrium level of land prices is reached, there will be some medium interest rate at which the higher land prices just balance the increased expectations. Bidders with that interest rate will neither expand or contract, but higher interest bidders must contract, and lower interest bidders may expand.

The question may arise why any bidder would hold land during the course of a year when it yields him less than his
interest rate? Why not wait and buy later? The answer, of course, is that he can buy cheaper now, when the anticipated future values are further future than they will be next year. Putting his calculations of cost and gain entirely on an annual basis — which is a handy way to summarize them, both for him in practice and for us in theory — each year he would count as part of his gain from holding land the increase of its selling price. He may figure this in the positive sense that he may realize it by selling; or the negative sense that he need not pay that advanced price to buy it. Whichever his motive, he has justified tying up his funds in a land title during a given year if, in that time, the marginal product PLUS the increase of selling price equals or exceeds his interest burden, price times interest rate.

Having thus compressed all the relevant factors to an annual basis, we can show them on Figure 1, on which marginal cost and marginal product are shown already on an annual basis. How will the curves there shown change when we relax the assumption that buyers expect constant income, and postulate increasing income? The marginal product curve remains the same, as it applies to the present year only. The horizontal marginal cost curves will change from two causes, one pushing them upwards, the other down.

The upward force is the higher price of land. As that rises, of course the annual interest charge on it
rises in the same proportion -- which means a higher absolute increase for the high interest bidder. For example, if land price doubles from $100 to $200 a unit, a 2% bidder's marginal cost per year doubles from $2 to $4, while a 10% bidder's cost doubles from $10 to $20 -- an absolute increase of five times as much.

The downward force is the anticipated increment to land price. This is, to the individual holder, an income from the land, quite above and beyond any income from productive operations (as measured on the marginal product curve). Being an income to him, it offsets part of the annual cost of holding the land, leaving only the remainder to balance against the marginal product. On Figure 1 this would be shown by lowering the horizontal marginal cost curves, each by the same amount.

The net result of these two changes is to lower those curves that are already lower, and raise those that are already higher. For example, continuing the above illustration where price rises from $100 to $200, suppose after this original rise the annual anticipated increase is $4 a year. At 2%, marginal cost moves down to nothing, as the $4 increment expected that year just offsets 2% on $200. But at 10% the annual marginal cost goes up to $16 -- that is $20 interest minus the $4 increment. Both relatively and absolutely the two curves have moved farther apart.

More generally, for all those bidders whose interest
rate times the original price increase is greater than
this year's anticipated price increase, the annual marginal
cost of holding land rises. They must contract their hold-
ings. For all those whose interest rate times the original
price increase is less than this year's anticipated price
increase, the annual marginal cost of holding land falls.
They will expand their holdings. Algebraically, let $P_0$ be
the original land price, $P_n$ the present price, and $ΔP$ this
year's anticipated increment. Those bidders for whom
$i(P_n - P_0)$ exceeds $ΔP$ must contract; those for whom it is
less than $ΔP$ may expand.

The above reasoning applies equally well when buyers
anticipate lower interest rates in future years. This will
likewise raise present land prices and lead to additional
annual increments.

Thus in times when bidders anticipate increments to
land prices, land holdings will tend to become more concen-
trated and tenancy more common, and of course vice versa.
There is evidence that tenancy has waxed and waned under
this influence. Tenancy declined during and after World War
II in some part because anticipated values were low, rela-
tive to current yields, and land gravitated to owner-opera-
tors. On the other hand, Goldenweiser and Truesdell, in
their widely cited study of 1920 Census data, found "a close
relation between the rise in the value of farm land and the
percentage of tenancy." They explained their findings this way:
Wherever land increases rapidly in value the owners are inclined to hold their land in order to realize the profit; and since they depend for part of their returns on the rise in value they can afford to rent their land at a comparatively low rate. In their eagerness to make the land pay something while they hold it for a higher price the owners underbid each other in the matter of rent, but they will not sell. Thus, it becomes difficult for the tenant to buy, since the purchase price is high, and at the same time it becomes profitable for him to keep on renting, since the rent is low. 2

There is also evidence of changes in concentration of farming and other industries according to this rule -- industrial mergers, for example, occurring most swiftly in times like the present, or the 1920's, when future anticipations are high relative to current yields -- but the evidence is too complex to summarize briefly, and we will reserve it for a sequel.

It must now be quite clear to the reader who has followed thus far how the hypothesis explains unused land, the problem of Chapter I. If an individual enjoys a low interest rate, and anticipates large annual increments to the selling price of land, he may very well be willing to add it to his holdings even though it adds nothing to his current income. He might even take it under conditions such that it detracts from his current realized income, if the anticipated annual increment exceeds the annual interest burden by more than his loss. Thus in frontiers of economic development where annual increments to land prices are expected, speculators have a clear motive to hold land idle as
we have seen they do in fact.

We have applied the hypothesis to explain the three deviations from ideal land allocation described in Chapters I-III. It links them together as results of a common cause, differences in individual interest rates, which lead those with lower interest rates to combine given quantities of labor and capital with larger amounts of land.

But some readers may yet stick at the words "and capital" in the sentence above. If low interest lets one apply land to lower margins, why does it not likewise let him apply capital to equally low margins, such that the low interest firm would tend to use a great deal of both land and capital per man, rather than a great deal of land per man and per unit of capital? We have already dealt with this question in Chapter V, as best we could at that stage of the hypothesis' development. But our treatment there was necessarily less precise and less satisfying than it can be now we have developed the analytic tool used in this conclusion.

We have seen that when land prices are expected to rise, speculators can deduct the annual increment from the annual cost of holding land, thus increasing the percentage differences between the annual marginal costs of low interest and high interest bidders; and furthermore when land price becomes higher, the annual interest burden increases more for high interest bidders than low, thus increasing the absolute difference between their marginal costs. Now if bidders
expected the opposite, if they expected land price to depreciate instead of appreciate, the opposite results would ensue. Bidders would add the anticipated decrement of land price to the annual marginal cost, reducing the percentage difference of the two marginal cost lines; and the lower land price would reduce the annual interest burden more for the high interest bidder than the low, bringing the marginal cost lines absolutely closer. Thus depreciating assets tend to be better allocated than appreciating ones.

Capital, of course, customarily depreciates, while land customarily does not, and often appreciates. The annual marginal cost of holding capital includes a large depletion or depreciation (and obsolescence) charge, usually much greater than the interest charge. Being roughly the same for all bidders, regardless of interest rates, this depreciation charge reduces the percentage difference of the marginal cost lines. Furthermore, of course, the price of capital is much lower, relative to its immediate marginal product, than is the price of land, because capital yields only a decreasing series of future values over a brief finite life span. Therefore depreciation is a larger element than interest in the annual cost of all but the longest-lived forms of capital; and even with them depreciation is a larger element than with land, which normally does not depreciate. Comparing the extremes, the annual cost of a capital asset entirely consumed in production at the end of one year is almost all
depreciation or depletion. The interest component is almost negligible in theory, and often completely so in practice. By contrast, the annual cost of land is interest alone (again assuming no taxes). Therefore a firm newly gaining access to low interest funds is almost certain to expand its land holdings more than its capital. On Figure 1, the marginal cost of capital is almost the same at any reasonable interest rate, while the marginal cost of land varies directly with the interest rate.

Let us sum up the matter algebraically. Let \( i \) be interest rate; \( MPL \) the marginal product of land; \( PL \) the price of land; \( MPC \) the (gross) marginal product of capital; and \( P_C \) the price of capital.

Consider the simplest contrast between a piece of land with constant future marginal products; and a capital asset entirely consumed in production at the end of a year. A firm will expand its landholdings until \( \frac{MPL}{PL} \) equals \( i \). It will add the capital asset until \( \frac{MPC}{P_C} \) equals \( i + 1 \): 

"plus one" because the gross marginal product of the capital asset must not only pay interest, but also pay for its value consumed in production. Now obviously if "\( i \)" is halved, the firm can expand its landholdings until the marginal product of land is half what it was before. But it can not apply the capital asset to appreciably lower margins, even in theory; and in practice interest is such a small element in
total cost it often influences such decisions not at all.

More generally if $\Delta P$ is an annual anticipated increase of price, a firm will add either land or capital until $1 - \frac{\Delta P}{P}$ equals $\frac{MP}{P}$. Where $\Delta P$ equals zero we have the case of land with constant anticipated marginal products, and $\frac{\Delta P}{P}$ drops out. Where $\Delta P$ is minus $P$, we have the case of the capital asset consumed at the end of one year, and $\frac{\Delta P}{P}$ equals minus one. Where $\Delta P$ is negative but its absolute value is less than $P$, we have the case of capital lasting longer than one year, hence depreciating less than its full value each year. Here $i$ is of greater importance as an element in annual cost, but still not so important as with land. Where $\Delta P$ is positive, we have the case of land whose price is expected to increase. It is worth noting that in this case a lower interest bidder will apply land to a margin lower by even more than the proportion that his interest is lower. Halving $i$ will reduce $MP$ by more than half. "$MP" may even fall below zero. It is in this situation that the individual's interest rate is of paramount importance in allowing entry to the market, and determining the margin to which he will apply the resource.

The conclusion of all this is that a lower interest bidder will tend to apply, to any fixed complement of labor and capital, much more land than would a higher interest bidder; while, to any fixed complement of labor and land,
he will apply only a little more capital. It follows that he will tend to use more land per unit of capital.

Putting it another way, at lower interest rates land becomes cheaper relative to capital, and so is substituted for it.

That that is the fact in American farming is indicated by the data of Chapter III (Section II, B, 1, b). More affluent farmers, whose greater assets would let them use more capital per acre, generally use their superabundance to buy more land, and hence use less capital per acre. As to the urban scene, L. C. Gray has written "It was usually the land company alone which had adequate capital . . . . The building companies, on the other hand, were generally small and lacking in adequate credit facilities." In industry generally, the proportion of net income to gross sales tends to increase with size of firm, indicating slower turnover of assets in the larger firms, and hence a higher proportion of more durable assets of which land is the extreme type. And various studies indicate such a pattern for urban real estate, and for several industries in which data are easily available: hydro-electric power; anthracite; molybdenum; lumber; publishing; aluminum; steel; and sulphur.

The proof is not absolute. It is conceivable that a small percentage drop in the marginal cost of capital would increase its use as much as a large percentage drop in the marginal cost of land would increase the use of land -- i.e.,
that the marginal product of capital drops very slowly as more is added, and the marginal product of land drops very quickly.

That is conceivable. Is it likely? In its support one might observe that the marginal product of capital is a gross concept, including the body of the capital, which may even be physically embodied in the product. It might seem that capital like this would be subject to very slow diminishing returns, because most of its gross marginal product is simply the raw material itself. But on the other hand, the annual services of land are also, in an economic sense, embodied in the product, and in a physical sense are embodied in it no less than is, for example, fuel that is consumed in producing bricks. So it does not seem that land should experience drastically more rapidly diminishing returns than capital.

One may point out that the marginal product of capital could never fall below its replacement cost (except by error). That is certainly true, but not so much because capital is subject to slow diminishing returns, as because before the marginal product is reached that equals replacement costs, the firm will stop adding capital. Replacement cost sets a rigid floor under what marginal product a firm can allow; but it does not imply that returns would not diminish below that floor if more capital were added. Nor does it imply that capital is not subject to rapidly diminishing returns.
above that floor.

A critic might still point out that, while lowering the interest rate lets a firm apply capital to only an insignificantly lower gross margin, still it lets it apply capital to a much lower net margin — just as much lower as with land — (unless the land is appreciating). That is, if a capital asset costs $100, a 6% interest rate lets one apply it until the gross marginal product equals $106, at which point the marginal product net of the $100 cost is $6. At 3%, the firm can add capital until the gross marginal product is $103, a little less than 3% lower; but the net marginal product is $3, or 50% less, just as with land. Is the plausibility of our conclusion merely illusory, depending on the choice of gross instead of net marginal product of capital?

Suppose we choose the net marginal product of capital as the basis of our discussion. Will it diminish more rapidly than the marginal product of land? Almost certainly it will, for an obvious reason: every increase in net output caused by additional inputs of capital requires an addition to gross output many times greater — at 5%, 21 times greater for a one-year capital asset. An equal increase of net output caused by additional land requires only an equal increase of gross output, for with land the two are identical. Obviously to achieve a given increase of net output by adding capital one will tax the capacity of the fixed complements much more
quickly, and thus see returns diminish much more rapidly, than by adding land.

Then, too, where interest cost is such a minute fraction of total cost, and net marginal product so small a fraction of total product, one cannot take very seriously the proposition that their point of intersection "determines" the input of capital. Formally it does, but the net marginal product curve is merely a tiny residual after deducting vastly larger associated costs, and it is these, lurking unseen in the background, that really determine the curve. A small change in one of them can magnify it or wipe it out. A fall of interest might, formally, simply be the occasion for imputing a slightly higher return to some other factor, thus reducing the net marginal product of capital -- which is simply a devious way of observing that a very small element in the total cost of capital will not much affect the amount used.

Accordingly, it has become nearly a commonplace of modern economic thinking that a fall of interest rates will not much stimulate investments in short-lived capital assets. Perhaps the early enthusiasts of this idea carried it too far -- their critics have successfully countered that low rates will stimulate investments in long-lived capital assets, for which interest is a larger element of cost. And of course it follows that low rates will especially stimulate investments in land, the longest-lived of all.
assets, whose annual cost (other than taxes) is exclusively interest.

There, then, in skeletal outline, is the hypothesis of this study applied to explain why larger farms tend to use more land per unit of capital. In brief, it is because larger enterprises generally can reckon lower interest rates; and because lower interest rates give an especial advantage in buying land.

The argument as it stands is by no means complete, nor can we make it so in the few remaining pages. But let us mention four additional points of great importance.

a. Returns to capital will not only diminish rapidly when the proportion is increased, but also with scale of operations. The manager of a small enterprise has in himself a large under-used complement of managerial labor to combine with additional land and capital. He will tend to invest his funds more in capital than land, since the capital turns over more quickly: a given sum invested in capital adds much more to gross output, and provides a much greater outlet for his labor. An active entrepreneur can turn his stock over several times a year, a process obviously providing much more outlet for his managerial talent than freezing the same sum in a land title. On the other hand, when a business becomes large, and the central management overtaxed with decisions, it will tend to invest more funds in land, which never turns over, which for a
given net output produces the least gross output, hence
taxes the management's limited powers the least. A manage-
ment embarrassed with riches beyond its power to administer
wants assets that are fixed, stable, and simple, that never
need replacement, never spoil, burn, obsolesce, get stolen
or sabotaged, that require no handling, insuring, or storing,
and are immune to employee negligence -- in short that
management wants land. Among its other virtues the land
offers this, that should the overtaxed management take from
it only half the income it expected, it could still show
some gain; while if it took from capital only half the in-
come it expected it would needs show an immediate realized
loss of nearly 50%. But owners of superabundant assets can
buy land and thus let their assets escape, so to speak, into
the future where they will keep with a minimum of attention.
Large landholdings are also desirable for harried managers
who wish to appear more efficient than they are by under-
valuing their assets. Land, having no production cost, and
having over the decades generally appreciated over its his-
torical cost, is often grossly undervalued on corporate books
to give a false appearance of high "returns on the invest-
ment."

b. A large firm may develop some monopoly power,
and wish to invest its assets in such a way as to increase
gross sales a minimum for any increase of net output. A
monopolist will obviously prefer land to capital, as capital,
turning over quickly, increases gross sales by many times its net income, while additional land, *ceteris paribus*, adds to sales no more than its net income. And if the land is held primarily for increments to its price, it adds little or nothing to gross sales.

c. When buyers expect land prices to rise, lower interest rates give more than proportionally lower annual costs of holding land, as we have mentioned. In this circumstance, lower interest bidders would accumulate more land per dollar of capital even if the net marginal product of capital declined as slowly as the marginal product of land (which is almost unthinkable).

d. It is often harder for a small enterprise to secure long term credit, such as is needed to buy land, than short term credit; and it must generally pay a higher rate for what it gets. So not only does the small enterprise have higher interest rates in general, but especially so for land purchases.

In summary, low interest bidders tend to hold more land per dollar of capital because interest is so much more important an element in the annual marginal cost of land than it is in the annual marginal cost of capital; and because, for a number of reasons, returns to capital decrease more rapidly than returns to land.

Finally, the effect of property taxes should be considered. We have up to now reasoned as though there were
none, and hence the sole annual cost of holding land was the interest burden. In practice one must add the annual property tax that falls on land as well.

The annual property tax bill increases the annual cost of holding land by a constant amount for all bidders, whatever their interest rates. But on the other hand, it tends to reduce land prices and thus lower interest burdens. Of course it lowers interest burdens more, absolutely, for high interest bidders than for low interest bidders.

In terms of Figure 1, the property tax bill is an addition to the two marginal cost curves. The addition is the same amount for each. Thus it reduces the percentage difference between them. At the same time it reduces the high interest bidder’s interest burden by more than the low interest bidder’s, thus reducing the absolute difference between them. On balance, it tends to increase the total marginal cost to low interest bidders, and reduce it for high interest bidders, bringing them nearer equality. There will of course be some medium interest rate at which increased taxes will just offset reduced interest burden.

The general effect of property taxes is to replace the annual interest cost with an annual tax. In the extreme, if taxes were high enough to reduce land prices to zero, the tax would be the only cost of holding land, and it would be the same for all parties -- assuming a fair assessment.
From this it is evident that the major conclusions of this study apply in full only where property taxes are low or non-existent. Insofar as the property tax replaces the interest burden, it tends to equalize the marginal cost of land among different bidders. And of course if property taxes are discriminatory, as we have seen they often are, they introduce a new distorting variable, tending to move land to those in whose favor the discrimination is practiced.

With that, the hypothesis goes far toward explaining the major problems of the study, and the writer prepares to lay down his pen. He would leave it clear, however, that he by no means considers the hypothesis either, on the one hand, fully tested against all the at least speciously contrary evidence that might be adduced against it; nor on the other, fully exploited to clarify the most important problems to which it might be addressed. In a sequel the writer would integrate the hypothesis into business cycle theory, following the leads of Chapter I; and pursue the implications of Chapter III through a study of industrial concentration. Most important he would use the results of this study to suggest and evaluate alternative land policies.

Final evaluation of the results of the study.

We have used the hypothesis to demonstrate why things are as they are. But what, now, of evaluation? What does it imply of the market's effectiveness in directing land to its most productive use?
In terms of traditional ideals, the market evidently is far astray. Economic rent is clearly not, in practice, the "sorter and arranger" of the pattern of land use that traditional theory says it is, and should be. Or, in terms of marginal analysis, the market fails to direct land to the user in whose possession it would add the most to output. In traditional theory, the "cost" of holding land is opportunity cost, or the best alternative use of the land. In market practice, cost to the individual holder is not that, but the annual interest burden of holding title, which may be higher or lower, and leads to allocation quite out of line with traditional ideals.

This comes about, of course, because the present use of land is not available to be bought and sold by itself, except in the rental market, where users must incur all the wastes of tenancy. To gain the present use of land, with that security of ownership that is essential to best use, an operator must pay for a costly claim to anticipated incomes from the land in perpetuity. In buying land, power to speculate in future values is as important a factor as, or more important than, ability to make land productive. As long as that is so, the market can never perform as the traditional ideal requires.

That conclusion is of practical interest, of course, only if society can devise a land policy that unbinds the knot tying together present and future in a land title. Is
it possible? Can society modify institutions underlying the land market in such ways that the operator of land need bear only the small financial burden of a tenant, yet may enjoy the secure tenure of an owner?

That is a very important question. For if it is not possible, the market is likely to destroy itself by its own unhappy performance. The voters will not forever tolerate an institution that withholds basic land resources from broad ownership and most productive current use. They may institute more and more public controls, for all their evils, to correct the wayward market. Or they may prefer outright direct allocation of land by government officials. Indeed, when the distribution of landholdings must be justified more on the grounds that it minimizes the interest burden of holding title than that it maximizes the output from land, the last defense of a free market is gone. For few private holders can account such low interest rates as the Federal government.

Clearly, therefore, the present study is only a prelude to the more important study of alternative land policies. That study, however, the writer leaves to others, or to a sequel. Having described the problem, and created an analytical framework for subsequent policy discussions, the present study ends.
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